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Abstract

The use of antibodies in immunodiagnostic kits generally implies the conjugation of these

proteins with other molecules such as chromophores or fluorochromes. The development of

more sensitive quality control procedures than spectrophotometry is essential to assure the

use of better fluorescent conjugates since the fluorescent conjugates are critical reagents

for a variety of immunodiagnostic kits. In this article, we demonstrate a new flow cytometric

protocol to evaluate conjugates by molecules of equivalent soluble fluorochromes (MESF)

and by traditional flow cytometric analysis. We have coupled microspheres with anti-IgG-PE

and anti-HBSAg-PE conjugates from distinct manufactures and/or different lots and evalu-

ated by flow cytometry. Their fluorescence intensities were followed for a period of 18

months. Our results showed that there was a great difference in the fluorescence intensities

between the conjugates studied. The differences were observed between manufactures

and lots from both anti-IgG-PE and anti-HBSAg-PE conjugates. Coefficients of variation

(CVs) showed that this parameter can be used to determine better coupling conditions, such

as homogenous coupling. The MESF analysis, as well as geometric mean evaluation by tra-

ditional flow cytometry, showed a decrease in the values for all conjugates during the study

and were indispensable tools to validate the results of stability tests. Our data demonstrated

the feasibility of the flow cytometric method as a standard quality control of immunoassay

kits.

Introduction

Monoclonal antibodies are glycoproteins containing uniform variable regions that confer a

high specificity for a single epitope [1], favoring their use not only in scientific research, but
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also in immunodiagnostic and therapy. In basic research, they are primarily used for staining

both surface and intracellular proteins, like membrane receptors and cytokines [2]. In therapy,

there are numerous monoclonal antibodies licensed for the treatment of various diseases, like

cancer, allergy and autoimmune diseases [3–5]. The use of antibodies in immunodiagnostic

kits generally implies the conjugation of these proteins with other molecules, such as chromo-

phores or fluorochromes (i.e. phycoerythrin—PE or fluorescein isothiocyanate—FITC), that

make the reaction detectable. Those kits are applied to detect several types of molecules, such

as drugs, hormones, infectious disease biomarkers and other types of antigens on antibody-

based multiplex, enzyme-linked immunosorbent (ELISA) or flow cytometry assays [6]. Hence,

the credibility of the results obtained in this type of assays strongly depends on the conjugates

performance.

The quality control of fluorescent conjugates is usually performed by spectrophotometry,

where the ratio between fluorochrome and protein (F/P ratio) is measured. This ratio is deter-

mined by reading the optical densities (OD) of the antibody and fluorochromes in the spectro-

photometer. After the conjugation process, the conjugates have to achieve their ideal F/P ratio

determined in the conjugation protocol, which varies depending on the fluorochrome that is

used. However, according to Vogt et al. [7], the F/ P ratio does not necessarily express the fluo-

rescence emission. Since the latest depends on the sort of energy excitation, which in a spec-

trometer is not present, one might have a good F/P ratio for a molecule, but not necessarily a

satisfactory emission of the same molecule when it is tested in a flow cytometer. Therefore,

these conjugates can compromise the results from flow cytometry as well as from other

technologies.

Regardless the technology applied for the evaluation of these conjugates, the need for better

quality control tools raises as their application in different processes increases. In fact, several

studies have pointed out the need for the development of more sensitive techniques and the

importance of quality programs to obtain satisfactory results in clinical laboratories [8–10].

According to Ellington et al. [11] there are few reagents and procedures for quality control

testing in antibody-based multiplex technology and there is an imperative need to develop

appropriate analytical validation and quality control procedures so that this technology can

reach the in vitro diagnostic market with a safety assurance.

As mentioned above, flow cytometry is one of the technologies that mainly rely on conju-

gates. This technology has been used as an important tool in basic research, clinical diagnosis

of hematopoietic syndromes, potency assays, sanitary, environmental and food microbiology,

alternative tests for animal use and others [2, 12–15]. In quality control, numerous applications

have been proposed with flow cytometry in the monitoring of products as well as processes

from the food industry [16], immunotherapeutic products [17, 18] and protocols and assays in

clinical laboratories [8, 10]. In the traditional flow cytometric analysis, fluorescence intensity is

evaluated based on data expressed in geometric means, coefficient of variation (CV) and per-

centage. These three parameters can provide different information about the fluorescence of

each conjugate: the mean confers the intensity of the sign detected by the photomultiplier and

for this reason can express the brightness of the fluorochrome; the CV can be used to express

the homogeneity of the staining as narrow peaks presents lower CVs; and the percentage rep-

resents the number of positive cells or particles for the target molecule. Besides the traditional

analysis, quantitative fluorescence cytometry (QFCM) has been proposed as an alternative to

these measurements [19, 20]. The QFCM uses microspheres coupled with different amounts

of fluorochrome to measure the fluorescent intensity of unknown labeled particles [20]. Such

measurements are made by evaluating the values of molecules of equivalent soluble fluoro-

chromes (MESF), expressed as the number of fluorochrome molecules in solution required to

produce the same intensity of fluorescence measured in the labeled particle. MESF studies are
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based on the equivalence between the number of fluorochromes in two solutions, where one

can be a suspension of labeled microspheres and the other an unknown sample [21]. The

applications of QFCM include calibration and linearity verification of instruments [22] as well

as research and diagnostic studies [23–25]. Despite the different techniques proposed for this

quantitative evaluation, there is a consensus on the requirement of efficient standardization of

the methodology with respect to instruments and reagents (antibodies and microspheres),

since at least for reagents the limit of detection will be necessarily fixed at the highest possible

population of the MESF kits applied [26, 27].

In this article we present a novel flow cytometric method to evaluate conjugates using

microspheres coupled with different PE-labeled antibodies by the traditional flow cytometric

analysis and by QFCM. We used the geometric mean of PE histograms to evaluate the conju-

gates’ brightness and stability and the CV of positive PE peaks to evaluate homogeneity of the

coupling process of the conjugates to the beads. Besides that, we also assessed the feasibility of

these analyses on the evaluation of conjugate stability. For this purpose, the study was designed

using PE conjugates of different lots and manufactures, the chosen reagent in antibody-based

multiplex technology assays, with the aim to establish method conditions as well as to assure

the feasibility of flow cytometry in the detection of possible signal variations.

Materials and Methods

Conjugates

Goat anti-human IgG (ɤ-chain specific)-R-phycoerythrin (anti-IgG-PE) conjugates were pur-

chased from two different manufacturers (Sigma, catalog number P9170; MOSS, catalog num-

ber GTIG-001). Four different lots of Sigma conjugates (A1- lot number 031M6086; A2- lot

number 060M6024; A3- lot number 079K6032; A4- lot number SLBC5035V) and two different

lots from MOSS (B1- lot number 02040091 and B2- lot number 082201111) were used. The

anti-HBSAg conjugates (anti-HBSAg-PE) were obtained from two different manufacturers

named C (Fitzgerald, catalog number 10-H05G, lot number 4176) and D (CalBio Reagents,

catalog number P171, lot number PA427) conjugated to PE fluorochrome (Invitrogen—

Molecular Probes, catalog number P801, lot numbers 699300 and 989639, respectively). These

PE antibodies were chosen since they were used as reporter conjugates in multiplex assays in

Luminex 100™ system (Luminex Corporation, Texas, USA). The conjugate best concentrations

(0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 μg/mL) or dilutions (1:3000, 1:1000 and 1:300) were determined according to

the immunoassay protocol described elsewhere [28]. Stock solution concentrations of C and D

conjugates, as obtained by spectrophotometry, were 1 mg/mL and 2.7 mg/mL respectively.

Beads

The beads were 6-micron polystyrene paramagnetic carboxylated (MagPlex™ -C) microspheres

obtained from Luminex Corp. (Texas, USA). They have a combination of two internal dyes,

which is specific for each bead set. This combination results in a unique bead code number

and fluorescent intensity signature. Different bead codes (012- lot number B18738; 027- lot

number B23910; 035- lot number B21752; 039- lot number B20966; 065- lot numbers B15928

and B22601; 070- lot number B18006) were used and the possible interference of the internal

dyes fluorescence on the detection of conjugate fluorescence was tested.

Bead coupling to conjugates

The coupling of the conjugates to paramagnetic carboxylated beads was performed according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the beads were vortexed and sonicated (2 cycles) in
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order to avoid aggregates and to ensure homogenous bead distribution in the solution. After

that, 80 μl of the bead suspension (106 beads) were washed twice with double-distilled water

(ddH2O) and suspended in 80 μL of activation buffer containing 100 mM sodium phosphate

(pH 6.2), 10μL of N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfo-NHS; Thermo, catalog number 24510)

and 10 μL of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC; Thermo,

catalog number 22980), both diluted to a concentration of 50 mg/mL in ddH2O. They were

added to stabilize the reaction and activate the beads. After mixing, beads were incubated for

20 minutes protected from light at room temperature. The activated beads were washed with

coupling buffer [phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)] and 100 μL of conjugate solutions of each

concentration and dilution tested were added. After 2 hours of incubation on a shaker (600

rpm) at room temperature, the beads were washed with wash/storage buffer [PBS, 1% bovine

serum albumin (Amresco, catalog number 0332-100G), 0.02% Tween 20 (Merck, catalog num-

ber 8.22184.0500), 0.05% sodium azide (Merck, catalog number 1.06688.0100)] and suspended

in 1 mL of the same buffer. The beads were stored protected from light at 2˚C to 8˚C until use.

In order to differentiate the loss of fluorescence emission of the fluorophore from protein

degradation and uncoupling, beads coupled with conjugates were submitted to a secondary

staining with rabbit anti-goat IgG-FITC (Sigma, catalog number F2016, lot number

053M4824V). First, it was evaluated the best concentration of anti-IgG-FITC to stain anti-

IgG-PE coupled to the beads. For that purpose, microspheres coupled with A1 and A4 conju-

gates were stained with serial dilutions of anti-IgG-FITC (1:100, 1:200, 1:400, 1:800 and

1:1600). For dilution test and staining experiments of anti-IgG-FITC the following protocol

was used: beads were vortexed and sonicated (2 cycles), washed with ddH2O (1:9) and sus-

pended in 80 μL of wash buffer. The buffer was aspirated and 100 μl of anti-IgG-FITC were

added to the beads, according to the experimental design. The beads were incubated for 15

minutes on a shaker (600 rpm) at 37˚C and protected from light. After one wash cycle with

storage buffer, supernatant was discarded and samples were suspended in 200 μl of sheath

fluid (Isogen, Biotek) for analysis in the flow cytometer. In order to discriminate between PE

fluorescence fading and uncoupling of the anti-IgG-PE conjugates from the beads, aliquots of

those beads were maintained at room temperature and exposed to light for two weeks. As con-

trols, we used beads not coupled with conjugates or coupled but incubated in the absence of

anti-IgG-FITC.

Flow cytometry

Flow cytometric analyses were performed with a FACSCalibur [Becton Dickinson (BD)]

equipped with an argon laser (488nm) and a diode red laser (635nm). For data acquisition, the

PE emission from conjugates was measured in the FL2 channel (band pass filter 585/42). Bead

code identification was done in FL4 channel (band pass 661/16). FITC emission of anti-

IgG-FITC staining was measured in the FL1 channel (band pass 530/30). The acquisition pro-

tocol used CellQuest software (BD) while data analyses were performed using FlowJo (Tree

Star) and Kaluza 1.3 (Beckman Coulter) softwares. All evaluations were based on dot plots

from forward scatter (FSC) and side scatter (SSC) and from histograms generated by PE or

FITC emission. For each sample, the conjugate coupled beads were vortexed and sonicated

and 16 μL of each solution were added to 200 μL of Isogen. A minimum of 2,000 events in the

gate corresponding to the bead population on the FSC x SSC dot plots were analyzed.

Besides original flow cytometric analysis, in which parameters as geometric mean and coef-

ficient of variation were evaluated, quantitative fluorescence cytometry (QFCM) was also per-

formed using Quantum™ R-PE MESF (Bangs Laboratories, catalog number 827), according to

the manufacturer’s instructions. The Quantum MESF kit contains five populations of
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fluorescent standard beads: four populations having different levels of PE fluorescence inten-

sity and a Certified Blank™. Briefly, the conjugate coupled beads were vortexed, sonicated and

16 μL of each solution were added to 200 μL of Isogen. Immediately after the acquisition of the

sample tubes, the MESF tube was acquired. This tube contained 500 μL of Isogen and one

drop (approximately 40 μL) of each calibrated fluorescent standard beads of the Quantum

MESF kit. All flow cytometer settings were maintained throughout the acquisitions. The geo-

metric mean of the MESF tube and of the sample tubes were plotted in the Bangs Laboratories’

quantitative software, QuickCal, and the MESF values were analyzed.

Instrument quality control was performed, as usual, using BD CaliBRITE 3 Beads (BD, cat-

alog number 340486), CaliBRITE APC (BD, catalog number 340487) and FACSComp soft-

ware (BD) once a week during the whole experiment period. Instrument set up was

established at the first experiment by positioning bead 1 of MESF kit between 100 and 101 and

settings were maintained for all experiments. All five MESF populations were used in the anal-

ysis of conjugate and instrument performance.

Statistical analysis

Statistical evaluations were performed using Prism software (GraphPad Inc.). Comparisons

between groups and analysis of group variation were performed using T test and ANOVA,

respectively. Significance was considered when p� 0.05.

Results

Influence of different codes of microspheres in the detection of PE

fluorescence intensities

In order to assess whether different codes of microspheres might interfere with the evaluation

of PE intensity, three different microsphere codes (#012, #035 and #070) were coupled with

5 μg/mL of A1 and A4 conjugates and evaluated by flow cytometry. The results showed that

geometric means of fluorescence intensities were similar within the group A1 and A4 irrespec-

tive of the bead code used. Furthermore, when comparing the overall behavior of the conju-

gates, we observed that the fluorescence intensity mean of A1 was approximately 60% higher

than the same parameter of A4 (Fig 1A). There was no difference in the peak profile of histo-

grams for any of the bead codes studied (Fig 1B). A shift to the left was observed in the histo-

gram of the A4 conjugates when compared to the A1 histograms. This was due to the lower

brightness of A4 conjugate (Fig 1B).

Evaluation of the optimal concentrations of conjugates for flow

cytometric analysis

The next step was to evaluate the best concentrations of anti-IgG-PE and the dilutions of anti-

HBSAg-PE to be used for coupling. For this purpose, microspheres were coupled with differ-

ent concentrations and dilutions of the conjugates and were then evaluated by flow cytometry.

Anti-IgG-PE conjugates (A1, A4 and B2) were tested at concentrations of 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 μg/

mL, while the anti-HBSAg-PE conjugates (C and D) were tested at dilutions 1:3000, 1:1000

and 1:300 from the stock solution. The fluorescence intensities of the anti-IgG-PE conjugates

raised significantly with the increase on the concentrations (Fig 2A). On the other hand, the

lowest dilution of the anti-HBSAg-PE conjugates resulted in the highest fluorescence intensity

mean (Fig 2B). These observations led us to define optimal working concentration and dilu-

tion of 5 μg/mL and 1:300, respectively.
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Coefficient of variation as a tool to determine optimal conjugate

concentration

In order to evaluate whether the concentration of anti-IgG-PE conjugates could influence on

the homogeneity of profiles observed, we compared the highest and the lowest concentration

Fig 1. Evaluation of different codes of microspheres (#012, #035 and #070). A: Microspheres (#012, #035 and #070) coupled with 5 μg/

mL of A1 (black bars) and A4 (dashed bars) conjugates. Fluorescence intensity represented by the means of three geometric

means ± standard deviation. B: Representative histograms of one experiment. PE-fluorescence intensity (X axis) vs. count (Y axis). One

way ANOVA was performed for group comparison and significant differences were observed among all groups (p�0.05).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167669.g001

Fig 2. Evaluation of the best conjugate concentration and dilution. A: Anti-IgG-PE concentration test

(0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5 μg/mL). * = statistically different value when compared to the lowest concentration (p�0.05).

A1- black bars, A4- dashed bars and B2- white bars. B: Anti-HBSAg-PE dilution test (1:3000, 1:1000 and

1:300). C- black bars and D- dashed bars. One way ANOVA was performed for group comparison * =

statistically different value among concentrations (p�0.05). Data are expressed as mean of three geometric

means ± standard deviation.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167669.g002
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of the coupling procedure and calculated the coefficients of variation (CVs) of each one. These

results are shown in Fig 3A, where the highest concentration of 5 μg/mL (black peak) pre-

sented the narrowest peaks, while the lowest concentration of 0.5 μg/mL of the same conju-

gates had wider peaks (white peak, Fig 3A). Thus, the lowest CVs observed for the highest

concentration of the conjugates demonstrate homogeneous couplings, indicating that 5 μg/mL

was the optimal concentration for this matter (Fig 3B). Regarding the anti-HBSAg-PE conju-

gates, similar staining profiles and CVs were observed for all dilutions evaluated (data not

shown).

QFCM analysis of microspheres coupled with PE conjugates

After determining the optimal concentration and dilution of the conjugates, we initiated the

studies of QFCM using the Quantum™ R-PE MESF kit. Beads with different fluorescence

intensities were measured and optimal instrument settings were established (Fig 4A). Subse-

quently, the geometric means of beads coupled with conjugates were compared, at each point

of analysis, with the geometric means of populations obtained in the MESF kit. During 18

Fig 3. Staining profile of anti-IgG-PE conjugates. A: Representative histograms of PE-fluorescence intensity (X axis) vs. count (Y

axis). 0.5 μg/mL = white peak and 5 μg/mL = black peak. B: Coefficient of variation of 0.5 μg/mL (white bars) and 5 μg/mL (black bars).

Data expressed as the means of CVs from of three tests ± standard deviation. T test was performed for group comparison. An asterisk

indicates a significantly different value assumed at p�0.05.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167669.g003
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months, beads #1 and #2 had fluorescence intensity means (geometric means) above 62, while

beads #3 and #4 had approximately 278 and 1443 fluorescence intensity means, respectively

(Fig 4B). Fig 4C shows the MESF values for A1, A2, A3, A4, B1 and C conjugates during the

18-month evaluation period, in which a decrease in the values of the conjugates relative to the

MESF for all conjugates was observed. MESF beads brightness showed a decrease between the

4th and 7th month of the observation period, returning to initial conditions afterwards. More-

over, two conjugate fluorescence intensities, B2 and D, exceeded the maximum limit of the

MESF kit and, therefore, could not be evaluated by QFCM.

In order to verify whether the variations observed for the conjugates values relative to

MESF were due to uncoupling or antibody degradation, beads coupled with PE-conjugates

submitted to fluorochrome degradation by light/temperature exposure were labeled with anti-

IgG-FITC. Emission of both fluorochromes was, then, analyzed. As expected, samples submit-

ted to room temperature and light showed an intense decrease of PE and no significant alter-

ation on FITC emission when compared to samples protected from light and temperature

Fig 4. QFCM evaluation of anti-IgG-PE and anti-HBSAg-PE conjugates. A: Histogram of PE-fluorescence intensity (X axis)

vs. count (Y axis) of MESF kit (populations blank, bead #1, bead #2, bead #3 and bead #4). B: Geometric means of MESF kit

beads along the months. C: MESF values of A1, A2, A3, A4, B1 and C conjugates along the months. A4 conjugate was coupled

later than the other conjugates and its intensities evaluation started at month 4.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167669.g004
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(Table 1). Hence, an eventual uncoupling or antibody degradation, under these coupling con-

ditions, did not result in a significant emission decrease.

Evaluation of performance and stability studies of PE conjugates

The conjugate studies by conventional flow cytometry are shown in Fig 5. Fig 5A and 5B show

the evaluation of each conjugate during 18 months. We observed a decrease in the fluorescence

intensity (FI) of all conjugates studied. Among the anti-IgG-PE conjugates, A1 presented only

30% of decrease, while A2 achieved approximately 79% of decrease from the first to the last

point of analysis. Regarding the stability of these conjugates, initial minus final fluorescence

intensity (ΔFI) of A1 conjugate was the smallest value (ΔFI A1 = 490) when compared to other

A conjugates coupled at the same time (ΔFI A2 = 988, ΔFI A3 = 718) and it was considered,

therefore, the most stable one (Fig 5A). The behavior observed for the other set of anti-IgG-PE

conjugates (Fig 5B) were similar to that seen on Fig 5A, however B were brighter (FI = 4564)

then A conjugates (FI = 1656). Moreover, B conjugates were more stable than A2 and A3 and

similar to A1 and A4. Among anti-HBSAg-PE, the D conjugate showed 48% of decrease, while

the C conjugate decreased 60% during the analysis period (Fig 5B). Again, the behavior of

both C and D conjugates were similar, but D was brighter (FI = 2569) than C (FI = 1770). The

calculation of ΔFI for both C and D conjugates resulted in the observation that the last was

more stable than the first one (Fig 5B). Fig 5C shows original flow cytometry histograms of all

conjugates on the first point of evaluation (black peak) and on the last one (white peak). The

decrease of fluorescence intensity on the comparative histograms was observed by the shift to

the left detected for all conjugates, but with different intensities.

Discussion

The use of microspheres (beads) as solid support for multiplex reactions is well described.

There is a strong trend towards the employment of multiplexed diagnostic methods in various

clinical demands, such as detection of HLA antigens for transplants, chronic leukemias, micro-

biological diagnostic, and allergies as well as detection of hepatitis C virus [25, 28, 29]. The

combination of microspheres and flow cytometry as a tool for diagnosis has not been solely

used in the identification of human diseases. Recently, Sousa et al. [30] proposed a serological

method for canine leishmaniasis diagnosis using microspheres coupled with Leishmania anti-

gens. Coupling antigens or antibodies to these microspheres is the basis of such methodology.

This process is rather fragile and susceptible to variations due to intrinsic factors, such as the

nature of the proteins to be coupled, as well as the conditions and reagents used in this process

[31]. In fact, the analysis of microspheres using flow cytometry has been well established for

Table 1. FITC and PE detection after anti-IgG-FITC staining.

FITC Detection (FL1) PE Detection (FL2)

SAMPLES 2 a 8˚C RTa 2 a 8˚C RT

#070 2 Xb 4 X

A1 80 71 731 56

A2 185 166 580 45

A3 131 118 366 35

A4 129 101 399 37

a RT–room temperature.
b X- not performed.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167669.t001
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many approaches [32–34], but its use in quality control of fluorescent conjugates is a novel

purpose indeed. Since these fluorescent conjugates are the reporter antibodies in multiplex

reactions, the quality control of such compounds is clearly essential. In quantitative methods,

any changes in the reporter antibody can be normalized as the samples are plotted in the stan-

dard curves, but calibration curves still present random variability between batches [11]. In

qualitative methods, there is no calibration curve to normalize samples and for this reason

unobserved changes in the reporter conjugates may occur and lead to false results. Moreover,

despite the type of assay, qualitative or quantitative, it is essential to establish efficient methods

for quality control of reagents and processes involved in multiplex immunoassay reactions to

assure their precision either in diagnostic or research fields [34, 35]. We thought that flow

cytometry could be used in the quality control of immunoassays, whenever the principle of

such assays is the detection of photons emitted after the excitation of a fluorochrome. We,

Fig 5. Conjugate stability study during 18 months. A: A1, A2, A3, A4 and MESF bead #4 fluorescence intensities during the months of

analysis. B: B1, B2, C, D and MESF bead #4 fluorescence intensities during the months of analysis. C: Conjugates histograms of PE-

fluorescence intensity (X axis) vs. count (Y axis) on the first month (black peak) and last month of analysis (white peak). MESF bead #4 was

included as an example of the MESF kit used to control instrument performance during the 18 months of evaluation. The A4 conjugate was

coupled later than the other conjugates and its intensities evaluation started at month 4.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0167669.g005
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therefore, have developed a protocol to couple these fluorescent conjugates to microspheres

and tested the feasibility of such approach in the quality control of conjugates used in

immunoassays.

The data presented in this manuscript showed that the intensities of different populations

(codes) of microspheres did not interfere in the signal of the coupled antibody. Indeed, in

another study, it was stated that bead classification fluorochromes have no spectral overlapping

with the reporter fluorochrome PE [34], thus confirming our results. An optimal concentra-

tion of conjugate, however, must be established because it may affect the homogeneity of the

coupling and consequently the quality control studies. In fact, the determination of the best

reporter concentration is as an essential step for the development of diagnostic kits as

described by several protocols [11, 31]. Our results showed that a clear narrow curve was

observed at the highest concentration and concomitantly a lower coefficient of variation (CV)

was detected when the profile of the histograms obtained with the lowest and the highest con-

centrations of anti-IgG-PE conjugates were compared. Thus, a small CV can be used as a

parameter to determine the optimal conjugate concentration since it represents the most

homogenous coupling process. The findings indicating that optimal coupling of antibodies to

beads is a concentration-dependent process pointed out that the use of antibodies as reporter

conjugates might be even more susceptible to variations, considering that beads are standard-

ized materials. This observation reinforces the necessity of controlling these antibodies before

using them on other procedures, as they are key reagents for the success of multiplex kits [35].

The possibility of evaluating these conjugates in a unique procedure designed for these pur-

pose excludes the variations that may occur if the same conjugates are evaluated in a multiplex

reaction, where they are used as the reporter antibody. In this context, Ellington et al. discussed

the need of new quality control procedures in multiplex immunoassays, since processes

applied in this kind of technique are susceptible to a great deal of variation [11].

Quantitative fluorescence cytometry (QFCM), in the context of quality control, could be a

useful tool, since it intends to quantify molecules through flow cytometry and, therefore, is

often taken as a promising method in the precise evaluation of fluorescence intensities, as well

as variations between different instruments or laboratories [36]. Nowadays, QFCM is applied

in instrument calibration and linearity verification [22], as well as in immunotherapy studies

[18, 37], evaluation of membrane antigens expression in HIV [38] or leukemia patients [24, 39,

40], anti-HLA antibodies for kidney transplantation [25] and platelet-derived microparticles

analysis [23]. There are different applications and manufacturers of microspheres for QFCM

studies, as well as different types of evaluation that can be performed [22].

The establishment of instrument settings is considered the first step in order to achieve

accurate QFCM evaluations [7]. Using this concept, in the present work we have adjusted the

photomultiplier voltages at the first time point in order to obtain the expected histogram pro-

files of the five bead populations of the MESF PE kit, in accordance to the manufacturer rec-

ommendations. All the settings were maintained throughout the 18 months of the study, since

any variation in the acquisition conditions on the flow cytometer could interfere in further

QFCM analyses [7]. In fact, between the 4th and the 7th month of evaluation, we observed a

decline in the fluorescence intensities of the beads. Since the overall analysis, excluding these

months, demonstrated that the difference between the initial and final fluorescence values

were small (157 for bead #4, 93 for bead #3, 23 for bead #2 and 1 for bead #1), we assumed that

this decline was due to an alteration in the sensitivity of the instrument. Moreover, IgG-FITC

labeling of microspheres coupled with anti-IgG-PE showed that no uncoupling or degradation

of conjugates occurred. These findings support early statements about QFCM being an impor-

tant tool to assure instrument linearity [26, 34] and also demonstrate how indispensable these

quantitative measurements are for quality control in stability studies.
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Concerning the stability evaluation for 18 months, we observed the same behavior in all con-

jugates studied, as well as for MESF PE kit beads. As discussed above, the fluorescence decline

that was observed did not represent a real decrease in the fluorescent intensities of these conju-

gates. All conjugates showed a reduction in MESF values, during the evaluation period, differ-

ently from the MESF PE-kit beads. Taken together, these results indicate that the behavior of

the MESF values of the conjugates represented a true decrease in the geometric means of these

reagents during the time of the study. Since B2 and D conjugates showed a brighter profile,

with geometric means exceeding the last possible point of the MESF curve, measuring these

conjugates with the same settings under the same conditions of coupling was not possible. One

possibility to solve this problem would be to test other dilutions. These could help by decreasing

the intensities, but coupling conditions are altered concomitantly to the conjugate dilutions, as

observed in this work. Thus, for overcoming this problem we determined that the performance

and stability of the brightest conjugates should be evaluated by the traditional flow cytometry.

Regarding the brightness and stability of anti-IgG-PE conjugates, we observed a great varia-

tion in the fluorescent intensities (geometric means) between A and B manufacturers. B2 conju-

gate was brighter than all A conjugates, but A1 was the most stable. This difference between

conjugates is one of the great concerns in immunoassays, since different capture and reporter

antibodies can lead to different results [31]. These differences of brightness and stability

between distinct conjugates were also observed in anti-HBSAg-PE studies where the D conju-

gate was brighter and more stable than the C conjugate. Moreover, a great variability between

different batches was observed even within the same manufacturer. A1 was the most stable and

the most brilliant among A conjugates. A2 and A3 conjugates had lower fluorescence intensities

compared with A1, and also a greater decrease in their fluorescence intensities (79% and 77%,

respectively) during the 18 months of analysis. Our data corroborate other previous reports,

which stated that one should be especially careful when different batches of conjugates are used

during the development of quality control methods of immunoassay reactions [26, 41].

Brightness and stability, indeed, are important characteristics to be taken into account

when choosing fluorescent antibody to be used in immunoassays, since these characteristics

affect directly the detection capacity of conjugates. Both characteristics depend on the fluoro-

chrome used in the conjugation process. Several studies have been developed comparing

brightness and photostability of different dyes/conjugates [42–45] or attempts to increase the

sensitivity of detection [46]. Another process that affects these characteristics is conjugation

between the fluorochrome and the protein. Gurvey et al. [46] had shown that the use of cyclo-

dextrins can increase the brightness of the fluorochrome and that this is dependent on the type

of the dye and on the fluorochrome/protein ratio (F/P ratio). F/P ratio can determine the num-

ber of fluorochromes conjugated to the antibody but it does not necessarily represent the fluo-

rescence emission [7]. In this context, there is a latent need to develop more accurate methods

to evaluate brightness and stability of antibodies for quality control purposes. Flow cytometry

certainly provides more accurate data and new parameters for fluorescent intensities and sta-

bility analysis such as: histogram profiles, CVs evaluations, MESF analysis etc. Besides, the use

of microspheres coupled with conjugates provides a direct measurement of PE emission and

intensity, avoiding the variations inherent of multiplex reactions [11]. Altogether, this tech-

nique can be used not only to validate commercial antibodies applied in immunoassays but

also to establish quality control protocols for the evaluation of in house conjugation processes.

Conclusions

Our data showed that the proposed flow cytometric protocol using microspheres coupled with

fluorescent conjugates can be applied as a standard quality control method in laboratories
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developing multiplex assays, by evaluating the performance and stability of conjugates used as

reporter antibodies. We also showed that QFCM is an essential tool to guarantee the instru-

ment linearity and sensibility status, in order to validate the results of stability tests.
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